Dr. Ashish Kumar Mishra is Self-Employed and a Freelancing Expert and having expertise in Carbon Budgeting & Green Audit Consultancy.

Dr. Sameer Deshpandey is an Empanelled Expert with NABET accredited consultants advisor and subject expert in Econsus Environmental Solutions LLP, Nagpur and Director–Econsus Foundation, Nagpur (NGO).

Smruti Ranjan Das is an entrepreneur and engaged in Manav Vikas Consultancy, Bhubaneswar. He is short term consultant to OXFAM (I), an organic integrated farm development, training and marketing forest produce of a local NGO.

Namrata Singh is an Environmental Consultant at Aplinka Solutions and Technologies Private Limited. The organization serves the Environment Industry in several ways and provides complete Environmental Solution in tune with the Sustainable Development.
Abhishek Dwivedi is self-employed and started his own Plant Nursery business as M/s Mass Agro Pvt. Limited, and deals with the development of Greenbelt in different sites.

Raman Vasanthan is presently an entrepreneur and started his own constancy named Sai Ram Mining and Geology Consultancy at Salem (TN).

Omesh Bajpai is working as Consultant at ERM India Pvt. Ltd., Gurugram. ERM is an ISO 9001 certified and accredited by NABET/ QCI (GoI) as an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Consultant for projects requiring Environmental Clearance from Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change (MoEF&CC).

Manjul Kumar is selected as Technical Assistant (Agriculture). The exam was conducted by Uttar Pradesh Subordinate Services Selection Commission.